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this effluent thrived and since November last have

presented a healthy and flourishing condition, although
they were supplied with nothing but the effluent from

one or other of the secondary beds. It is interest-

ing to note in this report that although the temperature
of the atmosphere fell as low as 19&deg; F. on one occasion yet
the temperature of the tank effluent and of the first contact-
bed effluent and of the second contact-bed effluent did not

fall below 45&deg;. Of course, the microbic action taking place
in these beds is accompanied by distinct evolution of heat
and it is owing to this fact that the temperature of the beds,
and consequently also of the effluents, is not affected by
atmospheric changes to any sufficient extent to interfere

with their efficient working or with the development and
growth of the bacteria required for purification. The results

of the whole scheme, in fact, are such as to lead to the
belief that it will prove an efficient one, and that the treat-

ment of the sewage of the borough will be carried out in a
more satisfactory manner and with less cost by this system
than it could be by any other which has come under the
notice of those entrusted with the solution of the problem.
With this sort of evidence coming to hand almost day by
day the probability is that the disposal of sewage by
chemical means will sooner or later be abandoned. I
THE NEW FACTORY AND WORKSHOP BILL.

RUNNING through the Government Bill to Amend the

Factory and Workshop Act there is a tendency to substitute
the local for the central authority in respect to the control
and the inspection necessary to carry out the provisions of
the law. Whatever abstract arguments may be adduced in
favour of local government, practical experience clearly
shows that in respect of sanitary questions small local
bodies elected by the ratepayers are not to be trusted. For

example, what has been done to prevent the terrible

pollution of the Irwell and other Lancashire rivers ? If

the law were applied this pollution would not occur.

Its application, however, is entrusted to the local governing
bodies, but the manufacturers, who are the principal trans-
gressors against the law, dominate at the elections and there-
fore year after year pretexts are discovered for not applying
the law. Any legislation which appears to interfere with
a local industry is likely to be resisted by the authorities
elected in that locality. It is true that such interference has

often proved to the advantage of the industries in question.
It has led to the utilisation of what were considered waste

products, and by improving the health of the workpeople
has resulted in an improvement of the work which they are Iable to perform. Nevertheless, such measures are generally
at first strenuously resisted. Whatever immediate advantage
exists is fully appreciated; those that may result from a

change are considered problematical. Thus reform as a rule

has to be enforced from without. According to Clause 11
of the present Bill the power to forbid the giving out
of work to places injurious to health is taken from the

factory inspectors and is handed over to the local

authority. It is true that Mr. Ritchie has promised to add

subsequently a clause providing that where a district
council neglects its duty in respect to outwork and out-

workers a Home Office inspector may interfere. But who
will volunteer to call the attention of the Home Office to
such neglect ? And what delay this will entail. A local

authority is not likely to encourage the exercise of a strict
control over, and the occasional prosecution of, its largest
ratepayers and most influential electors ; yet they are not

infrequently among the principal transgressors against the
laws enacted for the preservation of public health. The

factory inspector who was appointed by the Home Office could
do his duty without troubling himself as to how the owners
of the factories which he inspected would vote at the next

local election. But if as proposed the factory inspector is

henceforth to be appointed by the local authority he will

soon find out that it is expedient not to offend influential
electors. Such a change would be a decided step back-wards. It is no use improving the law if the means taken

for its application are to be rendered less efficacious.

MEDICAL EXCURSIONS TO GERMAN WATERING-
PLACES.

As briefly mentioned in the letter of our Berlin corre-

spondent, which will be found on p. 107, arrangements have
now been completed for the making of annual excursions by
parties of medical practitioners and students to the various
watering-places and mineral springs of Germany and Austria.
The excursions are organised by the Comite zur Veran-

staltung Aerztlicher Studienreisen in Bade- und Kurorte,
and the first of them will start from Hamburg in the last
week of next September for a trip of 11 days’ duration to
various health-resorts on the coast and islands of the North

Sea, eventually returning to Hamburg. The expenses of the
whole tour (everything being included except wine) amount
to <E5. The names of intending excursionists must be sent
by August 20th at latest to one of the honorary secretaries,
Dr. W. H. Gilbert, Baden-Baden, and Dr. P. Meissner,
Kurfiirstenstrasse 81, Berlin, W., from either of whom every
information may be obtained.

EARLY ITALIAN MEDICAL WORKS.

IN 1894 the Eleventh International Medical Congress was
held at Rome and in 1898 there was an Italian exhibition held
at Turin. At both of these meetings there was a special
department illustrating the history of medicine. The

various documents have now been carefully catalogued and
in some instances reproduced in a carefully printed volume 1
edited by Signor Piero Giacosa. Much of the book is taken

up with reprints of hitherto unpublished treatises by masters
of the school of Salerno. Of these the Catholica

Magistri Salerni contains some most interesting in-

formation. Thus we note that the Master says con-

cerning a cold : " Coriza est opilatio narium cum

reumate." " Could anyone in fewer words describe better that

most annoying of all complaints ? The treatment, too, we
are sure, will interest sufferers : 

I I Suffumigetur de asa fetida,
serapino vel opoponaco vel bombace vetustissimo accenso et
extinto, vel de vino decoctionis malve, foliorum lauri, semine
lini, fenugreci aut meliloti et olebani vel de ipso olebano
posito sub carbone vel storace vel laudano vel quclibet panno
involuto de amurca olei accenso ex extinto vel de cornu

caprino similiter subfumigentur." 
" Besides all these the

patient can, if he likes, poultice his nose with an appli-
cation made of ground-up beans and pig’s gall, or,

if he prefer it, with a cooked onion. It will be

noted that many of the drugs for the I suffumigation 
" 

are

aromatics and would have an antiseptic effect. There

are among the other MSS. reproduced two treatises upon
the baths of Puteoli. Both MSS. are in the Biblioteca

Angelica at Rome. One is in prose and has no illustrations,
the other is written in verse and adorned with illustrations
of the various baths. Though the sentiments are unexcep-
tionable, the poetry is not-e. g.

Inter opes rerum Deus est laudandum in illis,
In quibus humane deficit artis opus.

The illustrations give views of the various baths. We
should note that Piero Giacosa’s text is accompanied by
a large portfolio of magnificent photogravures, reproductions
of pages of MSS., illuminations, and the like. The illustrated

MS. in the Angelica library is said to be of the thirteenth

1 Piero Giacosa : Magistri Salernitani Nondum Editi. Torino:
Fratelli Bocca. 1901.


